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Abstract

Flow control using synthetic jet injection has been applied in a low speed axial compressor. The synthetic jets were applied from the suction surface of a stator vane via a span-wise row of slots pitched in the streamwise direction. Actuation was provided externally from acoustic drivers coupled to the vane tip via flexible tubing. The acoustic resonance characteristics of the system, and the resultant jet velocities were obtained. The effects on the separated flow field for various jet velocities and frequencies were explored. Total pressure loss reductions across the vane passage were measured. The effect of synthetic jet injection was shown to be comparable to that of pulsatory injection with mass addition for stator vanes which had separated flow. While only a weak dependence of the beneficial effect was noted based on the excitation frequency, a strong dependence on the amplitude was observed at all frequencies.

Nomenclature

\[ A_{jet} \] total slot area on vane suction surface
\[ c \] chord
\[ C_{pt} \] total pressure coefficient = \( \frac{P - P_{ref}}{1/2 \rho_{ref} U_{tip}^2} \)
\[ C_{\mu} \] momentum coefficient
\[ c_{\mu}' \] unsteady momentum coefficient based on RMS velocity
\[ f \] excitation frequency, Hz
\[ F^+ \] non-dimensional forcing frequency = \( fL/U_1 \)
\[ L \] distance from injection location to vane trailing edge = 0.65c
\[ P \] total pressure
\[ P_1 \] area-averaged total pressure upstream of the vane passage
\[ P_2 \] area-averaged total pressure downstream of the vane passage
\[ p_1 \] area-averaged static pressure upstream of the vane
\[ s \] span
\[ U_1 \] mean free stream velocity upstream of the vane passage
\[ U_{max} \] peak velocity at slot exit
\[ U_{rms} \] RMS velocity at slot exit
\[ U_{tip} \] rotor tip speed
\[ V_{rms} \] RMS voltage delivered to acoustic driver
\[ \gamma \] ratio of specific heats
\[ \rho \] density
\[ \phi \] flow coefficient (defined in text)
\[ \omega \] total pressure loss coefficient (defined in text)

Subscripts

\[ ref \] reference condition at plenum inlet
Introduction

The application of flow control to the turbomachinery environment has drawn increasing interest in recent years as a potential method of boosting overall aircraft engine performance. This interest has been spurred by the dramatic effects demonstrated by external flow control applications in which unsteady injection has been shown to generate large eddy structures that greatly enhance mixing between the boundary layer and fluid from the freestream (ref. 1). Siefert, et al. (ref. 2) found that for a given level of mixing the injected massflow could be reduced by an order of magnitude by using unsteady injection rather than steady injection. In a separation control application, McManus, et al. (ref. 3) were able to achieve a 20:1 reduction in injected mass flow by using unsteady injection. Amitay and Glezer (ref. 4) showed that pulse-width modulated injection was even more efficient at conserving massflow than sinusoidal injection at a given frequency.

More recently, experiments have demonstrated that flow control applications in turbomachinery have the potential to achieve similar results. Culley, et al. (ref. 5) demonstrated suction surface flow control on two stator vanes in the third stage of a low speed multistage compressor. These results produced stator total pressure loss reduction on the order of 25 percent using approximately 1 percent of the compressor through flow. An improved injection approach using high speed solenoid valves by Culley, et al. (ref. 6) resulted in a much lower injection mass fraction with significant stator total pressure loss reductions. This was achieved by increasing the valve operating frequencies and reduction in duty cycle. The effect of this sharp pulse with minimal leakage flow through the valves reduced by an order of magnitude the amount of injected flow needed to achieve the same total pressure loss reduction.

The ability to implement any type of flow control system into turbomachinery applications is extremely complicated when hotter bleed air from downstream compressor stages must be routed to an injection system. Even though unsteady injection systems have been shown to greatly reduce the amount of bleed air required, propulsion system impacts can be significant due in large part to the tubing, valving, and increased complexity required. Synthetic jets do not require an external air source or valving to function and thus may be more practical for internal flow control applications. However, these systems are not without their own implementation challenges. Actuators must be implemented that have the authority and operating characteristics needed to provide an efficient jet. They must be robust and reliable, even when placed in difficult thermal environments which exist in the rear stages of multistage machines. Electrical power consumption must be kept to a reasonable level, and a control system must be implemented. Even with these challenges, the benefit of not having to consider bleed air removal and addition during the design phase of a compressor is significant. Therefore, the effects of reducing stator losses via zero net flow synthetic jets was explored in the research effort documented herein.

This paper will begin by describing the experimental test vehicle and its unique feature which allows easy access to a sector of four stator blades embedded within a multistage compressor. Flow controlled stator vanes and the synthetic jet systems implementation will be presented. The operation and calibration of the synthetic jets will be defined. Two-dimensional wake surveys will be used for scoping synthetic jet effects, and then a full passage survey will be conducted with and without injection to highlight the impact on a three-dimensional flow field. The effectiveness of reducing the loss by using synthetic jets will be discussed.

Experimental Setup

Low Speed Axial Compressor (LSAC)

The compressor consists of an inlet guide vane and four identical stages designed for accurate low-speed simulation of the rear stages of a high-speed core compressor. Filtered air enters the facility and is conditioned for temperature and turbulence before passing through a calibrated bell mouth and into a long entrance duct where thick end-wall boundary layers typical of an embedded compressor stage develop. The first two stages are used to set up a “repeating stage” environment for the third stage where most of
the research data are taken. The fourth stage serves as a buffer to the exit conditions which are controlled by a throttle valve through which the exiting airflow passes before being discharged into an atmospheric exhaust system. A complete description of the LSAC facility is given by Wasserbauer (ref. 7). The flow path has an outer diameter of 1.219 m and a hub-tip radius ratio of 0.80. All stators have inner shrouds with a single labyrinth seal-tooth in the shrouded stator cavity. The nominal rotor tip and stator seal clearances are 1.4 and 0.6 percent of the span, respectively. Rotor tip speed is 61 m/sec and nominal axial velocity is about 25 m/sec. The increased size and low speed of this facility enables intrastage surveys of the flow field thus making possible an increased understanding of the complex flow phenomena within multistage axial compressors.

The blading used for the current tests is based on a modified version of the Rotor B/Stator B design by General Electric for the NASA Energy Efficient Engine program. The NASA stator features a solidity of 1.38, an aspect ratio of 1.32, a stagger angle of 42° and a camber of 40.5°. The stator chord is 9.4 cm. Stators are sealed at both the hub and tip junctions with the flow path.

Overall performance is expressed in terms of the average pressure rise coefficient, $\psi$, and flow coefficient, $\phi$. The average pressure rise coefficient is determined from inlet and outlet static pressure measurements on the hub and casing. The flow coefficient ($\phi$) is defined as the measured mean inlet velocity normalized by the rotor tip speed. The mean inlet velocity is determined from static pressure measurements at the exit of the inlet bellmouth using a previously determined discharge coefficient, and is corrected for humidity. Vane element performance is calculated from total pressure measurements acquired with miniature (1.64 mm) Kiel head probes and static pressure and flow angle data are acquired with 18° wedge probes. The measurement location is at the mid-gap of the rotor-stator spacing (the spacing is approximately 35 percent of axial chord) and are referenced to stagnation conditions measured in the inlet plenum of the facility. The following measurement accuracies are reported by Wellborn (ref. 8): $\Delta \psi = 0.39$ percent, $\Delta \phi = 2.1$ percent.

The third stage of the compressor incorporates a laser window access port figure 1(a), which has been fitted with a removable casing section that spans a sector of four stator vanes. This removable casing segment provides structural support for the vanes, and incorporates an integral hub section, figure 1(b). The entire assembly can be removed as a unit, and has been proven to be an effective manner in which to test various flow control stator vanes.

**Flow Control Vanes**

The flow over the LSAC stator vanes is not prone to strong separation prior to compressor stall, which occurs at a flow coefficient ($\phi$) of approximately 0.345. As the compressor is throttled towards this lower flow condition, a region of low momentum fluid can be seen to develop at the stator hub, suction surface corner. By increasing the incidence on the vanes under the window, and by operating at a flow coefficient of 0.36, this separation/low momentum region of fluid could be generated with good repeatability.
Figure 2.—A three-dimensional view of the total pressure coefficient at stator exit, across one vane pitch. A separated flow is most pronounced in the hub region, from 0 to 30 percent span.

Three of the four stator vanes in the window were installed at an increased incidence of $3^\circ$ above their design value, with an accuracy of $\pm 1^\circ$. All other vanes in the compressor are installed at their nominal design stagger. Surface pressure measurements at mid span indicate that flow separation begins near mid chord of a restaggered vane (ref. 9). Stator exit total pressure coefficients measured across the full vane passage, shown in figure 2, illustrate that the separated flow is most pronounced from the hub to about 30 percent of span, and less pronounced extending out to 50 percent of span. Although the fluid flow is evidently three-dimensional, flow control injection techniques developed on isolated airfoils and in cascades have been shown to be effective (refs. 5 and 6).

Suction surface injection on two of the three restaggered vanes is applied to address the area of low momentum fluid/separated stator flow. The surveyed vane and the adjacent vane on the pressure side employ flow control. The surveyed vane is also surrounded by restaggered vanes, thus providing a similar diffusing passage environment on both the pressure and suction sides. Stator wake surveys were used to establish the relative effectiveness of synthetic jets. Wake surveys begin at passage mid-pitch, and traverse from suction side to pressure side of the flow controlled vane. The injection is done through two span-wise slots 0.63 mm wide by 12.7 mm long located at 35 percent of chord. The total slot extent is from 10 to 36 percent of span. The slots are pitched 30$^\circ$ downstream relative to the surface tangent. The flow control vanes are designed with the same aerodynamic surfaces and mounting points as the standard LSAC vanes but include the slots and internal flow passages required for injection. Wake profiles, without injection, were not appreciably impacted by the addition of the slots on the blades. Additional details on vane design and how they were produced using the rapid prototyping process is described in (ref. 6). A CAD model of the vane is shown in figure 3, however, only the two slots closest to the hub were open for this experiment.

**Synthetic Jet System**

Figure 4 shows a schematic representation of the synthetic jet system employed for this experiment. Two acoustic drivers were employed. Each driver was connected to a flow control vane via a 9.5 mm diameter by 0.45 m long flexible tube. This approach is also documented by Zaman and Culley (ref. 10), and included investigation into the effect of tubing diameters and lengths on acoustic system responses involving slotted airfoils. Prior to installation in the compressor rig, the assembly consisting of the stators, drivers and tubing was calibrated. The measurements were performed with a single hot-wire mounted on a computer controlled probe-traversing mechanism as shown in figure 5.
Figure 3.—Computer Aided Design model of the rapid prototype Low Speed Axial Compressor vane. Two slots near the hub end are used while the remaining four slots are closed.

Figure 4.—Experiment schematic. Each vane is externally pumped by an acoustic driver connected by flexible tubing. A common sinusoidal forcing function is provided to the amplifier while the RMS voltage is used to gauge slot exit velocity.

Figure 5.—In-situ hot wire calibration of the window assembly prior to compressor experiments. The inset shows the location of the hot wire with respect to the flow control slot.
The hot-wire position relative to the slot exit is shown schematically in the inset. The 0.05 mm diameter by 1 mm long sensor was aligned lengthwise with the span-wise axis of the slot. It was placed carefully at the exit, by monitoring the velocity signal with the excitation on, while moving it in 0.025 mm steps. When it reached the exit, a few further steps would not make a difference in the mean and RMS readings. This placement is below the flow surface of the stator, at or close to the throat of the slot. The resonance characteristics of the system were first determined at approximately a 5 \( V_{rms} \) input voltage, and are shown in figure 6. At each resonant frequency, the input voltage was varied from zero to 20 V. The peak velocity during the discharge half of the perturbation cycle was obtained by carrying out phase-averaged measurements (ref. 10). Calibration results are shown in figure 7. These calibrations were used to set the test points to be investigated during compressor tests. The resonance frequencies investigated were 250, 550, 915, 1230, and 1500 Hz.

![Figure 6.](image)

**Figure 6.**—System resonant peaks due to acoustic driver dynamics, interconnecting tubing, and vane cavity. 5 \( V_{rms} \) input.

![Figure 7.](image)

**Figure 7.**—Peak velocity as measured at forcing frequencies with varying input power level.
Experimental Results

The entire test matrix was executed at a flow coefficient of 0.36 at 100 percent speed, resulting in a Reynolds number based on stator chord of $1.66 \times 10^5$. A transitional blade boundary layer could exist based on findings of Halstead, et al. (ref. 11) and Adamczyk, et al. (ref. 12). All single span surveys were performed at 30 percent span, which is approximately at the center of the second flow control slot. The dashed line in figure 2 at 30 percent span, illustrates that measurements will include a significant portion of the low momentum fluid region. This span location was selected based on past studies which have demonstrated it to be a reliable indicator of flow field response to flow control schemes (refs. 5, 6, and 8). At the beginning of each test day, a survey was conducted with no flow control to establish that day’s reference baseline. Baselines were repeatable within $\pm 1.3$ percent, based on loss coefficient, $\omega$, which will be defined later. Any variances beyond this range were an indication that a system deficiency had developed and testing would only continue after the problem was located and remedied.

Test condition actuator frequencies are represented by a nondimensional forcing frequency defined as,

$$F^+ = \frac{fL}{\bar{U}}$$

In this equation the length, $L$, is defined as the distance from the point of injection to the trailing edge of the vane. For the test configuration investigated here, at $F^+ = 1$ the frequency is 410 Hz. As discussed earlier, the resonance characteristics of our synthetic jet system established which forcing frequencies were viable conditions to test. The strength of the injected jet velocities can be characterized following Nishri and Wygnanski (ref. 13) as

$$C_\mu = \bar{c}_\mu + c'_\mu$$

where $\bar{c}_\mu$ is the momentum coefficient of the mean injected velocity, and $c'_\mu$ is the momentum coefficient of the RMS of the harmonically oscillating velocity. For synthetic jets which produce harmonic oscillations with zero mean velocity, $C_\mu = c'_\mu$. Due to hot-wire rectification, measurement of the RMS velocity is sensitive to exact probe location relative to the slot exit. In comparison, the measurement of the maximum velocity is more accurate since it does not vary significantly with small differences in probe position. However, the RMS velocity is more commonly used in previous research, and will be adopted here to permit comparisons. Since the forcing function used to generate the synthetic jets is sinusoidal, an RMS velocity can be calculated using the peak measured velocity and the relation $U_{rms} = U_{\text{max}}/\sqrt{2}$. As previously defined in reference 5 a momentum coefficient that is adjusted for a part span injection slot can then be defined as

$$C_\mu = c'_\mu = \frac{2A_{\text{jet}}}{sL} \left( \frac{U_{\text{rms}}}{U_1} \right)^2$$

Those who wish to use the peak velocity as their reference scale should double our reported $C_\mu$ values.

Figure 8 shows the 30 percent span baseline wake profile of the stator vane at the separated condition. Several additional wake profiles, using synthetic jet actuation at the highest forcing frequency of $F^+ = 3.66$, are superimposed over the baseline condition. The wake profiles are plotted as the total pressure coefficient versus percentage of stator pitch. Analysis of the wake pattern changes relative to the baseline wake can be used to gain a qualitative understanding of the effects of synthetic jet flow control. The plot shows that as the injection momentum increases a benefit can be observed as a decrease in wake deficit. This effect was similar in all cases tested.
Figure 8.—Wake surveys. A large wake implies a greater degree of separation and loss in the diffusing passage. The application of increasing levels of forcing reduces the extent of the wake.

Figure 9.—The effectiveness of synthetic jet forcing at an \( F^* \) of 3.66 and increasing levels of momentum.

To quantify the effects that synthetic jets can provide, the measurement of loss production is utilized to compare various test conditions. The conventional definition of loss coefficient for a vane passage with no mass addition is,

\[
\omega = \frac{P_1 - P_2}{P_1 - p_1}
\]

Here, \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) are the area averaged total pressure upstream and downstream of the vane, and \( p_1 \) is the area averaged static pressure upstream of the vane.

The loss coefficient was calculated for each wake survey, and then the percent difference relative to the baseline wake loss coefficient was obtained. A set of results are shown in figure 9 for an \( F^* = 3.66 \). Uncertainties are shown with standard error bars. A second order polynomial curve fit is also shown. It is clear from this data, that an increase in \( C_\mu \) yields an increase in loss reduction.
Figure 10 represents the data set obtained for synthetic jets operated with a sinusoidal input voltage of 5 to 20 V RMS, resulting in $C_\mu$ ranging from 0.001 to 0.01. Actuator forcing frequencies ranged from an $F^+ = 0.611$ to 3.66. All the frequencies investigated were at the system resonance conditions, except for $F^+ = 0.733$. Again, it is clear from the overall data set, that loss is consistently reduced with an increasing $C_\mu$. The maximum loss reduction achieved was approximately 22 percent, occurring at the maximum $C_\mu$ tested. This compares favorably with the maximum loss reduction of 25 percent achieved with pulsatory injection at comparable maximum injection velocities (ref. 6).

Each data set was then independently curve fit with a second order polynomial as shown in figure 11, with data symbols omitted for clarity. This highlights a trend which occurred at the lowest frequency case of $F^+ = 0.611$ and $C_\mu = 0.006$, yielding loss reductions comparable to those of an $F^+ = 3.66$ at the same momentum coefficient. In general, there appeared to be weakly increasing benefit with increasing $F^+$, but due to the scatter in the data, any detailed assessments of these effects could not be resolved.

![Figure 10](image1)

Figure 10.—Loss reduction for various momentum levels and forcing frequencies.

![Figure 11](image2)

Figure 11.—In general, the loss reduction is proportional to the momentum coefficient. There appears to be a slightly different trend at the lower $F^+$ of 0.61.
A measure of loss across a full passage was executed to determine what effect the synthetic jets would have on the three-dimensional flow field. The case selected was an $F^+ = 0.611$, at a $C_\mu = 0.006$. Figure 12 illustrates that benefits are seen from 5 to 50 percent of span. Another representation of the loss benefit is shown in figure 13 by a cross passage total pressure coefficient plot, with and without injection. A narrowing of the wake profile can be seen by focusing on the dark blue regions of the contour corresponding to $C_{pt} < 1.46$. A fairly significant narrowing is seen from about 5 to 30 percent span, with a slightly lesser effect from 30 to 50 percent span. The calculated loss for the passage produced a reduction of about 5.5 percent. These loss benefits compare well with previous pulsatory injection tests performed at an $F^+ = 1.22$, similar maximum jet velocities, and with the same injection slot and blade restagger configuration (ref. 6). In that case, full passage survey results indicated benefits from about 10 to 50 percent of span, with a loss reduction of about 4 percent.

![Figure 12](image1.png)

**Figure 12.**—Radial plot of loss coefficients from full passage surveys. Benefits due to injection are observed from 0 to almost 50 percent span.

![Figure 13](image2.png)

**Figure 13.**—Contour plots of total pressure coefficient at stator exit. Applying forcing reduces the separated/low momentum flow in the lower span and hub region.
Figure 14.—Power input to the acoustic drivers.

Discussion

While synthetic jets can be effective in loss reduction in low speed flows, scaling to high speed machines highlights multiple challenges. Figure 14 shows the power input to each acoustic driver necessary to produce the resultant injection velocity for the experiment. A curve fit of power input required for a given jet velocity was generated, resulting in $U_{\text{max}} \propto \text{Power}^{1/3}$. Using this relationship, a scaling to transonic compressor conditions indicates power requirements on the order of kilowatts per blade, which is not feasible for implementation. The intent of this scaling is to highlight that electrical power requirements cannot be neglected when considering flow control system designs.

The absolute magnitude of the jet velocity also must be considered. Assuming that the flow fields respond similarly, jet velocities will need to approach transonic conditions to be effective in high speed compressors. Generating the high velocities at low power levels remains a significant challenge.

Conclusion

A synthetic jet system has been developed and applied to the suction surface of stator vanes in a low speed axial compressor. The system was capable of generating injection velocities with $C_{\mu}$’s of greater than 0.01 based on RMS jet velocities. The synthetic jet system was characterized prior to testing to identify the frequency characteristics of the actuation system so as to identify its resonances. Operation at off resonance conditions yields a $C_{\mu}$ too low to provide effective flow control.

Synthetic jets were shown to be as effective as previous unsteady injection techniques in reducing wake losses induced by separated flows in low speed compressor flow fields. Loss reductions of up to 22 percent were demonstrated at a given span location, and loss reduction for the entire passage was 5.5 percent.

Attained loss reduction correlated directly with $C_{\mu}$, and was not clearly tied to any particular forcing frequency, $F'$. 
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